841 children born to women randomised
646 of women randomised before delivery
195 of women randomised after delivery

14 children excluded
13 families opted out
1 child fostered

827 children included in follow up study
638 to women randomised before delivery
189 to women randomised after delivery

12 children lost to follow up
8 left NHS
4 not traceable

5 children excluded, as
problem arising during
conception or embryogenesis

19 children died
17 before discharge from hospital*
2 after discharge from hospital**

791 children analysed
594 women randomised before delivery
197 women randomised after delivery

Children with questionnaire responses
659 child’s questionnaire***
688 GP questionnaire
580 both child’s and GP questionnaire

* 13 randomised before delivery
** Randomised before delivery
***Excludes 12 questionnaires that could not be scored